Automating customer complaints processing is a major issue in the context of knowledge management technologies for most companies nowadays. Automated decision-support systems are important for complaint processing, integrating human experience in understanding complaints and the application of machine learning techniques. In this context, a major challenge in complaint processing involves assessing the validity of a customer complaint on the basis of the emerging dialogue between a customer and a company representative. This paper presents a novel approach for modelling and classifying complaint scenarios associated with customer-company dialogues. Such dialogues are formalized as labelled graphs, in which both company and customer interact through communicative actions, providing arguments that support their points. We show that such argumentation provides a complement to perform machine learning reasoning on communicative actions, improving the resulting classification accuracy.
Introduction and motivations
Customer complaint processing [9, 15] has become an important issue in the context of knowledge management technologies for large companies and organizations nowadays. Simply stated, complaint management can be seen as the formal process of recording and resolving a customer complaint. Even though processing complaints is expensive (both in direct and indirect costs), companies can extract priceless knowledge from an appropriate complaint handling, with significant effects on customer retention rates and word-of-mouth recommendations (see e.g. [44, 10] ). If complaints are transformed into knowledge about customers, they can provide a valuable business intelligence for enterprises. To exploit this intelligence, companies must design, build, operate and continuously upgrade systems for managing complaints, usually called customer complaint management systems (CCMS). In the last years several approaches have emerged to automatize CCMS, such as [26, 31, 1, 11] , among others. Retailers and service providers may profit from such software services as they allow to handle complaints faster, providing the possibility of feedback analysis and datamining capabilities on the basis of a complaint database.
A typical complaint is a report of a failure of a product or service, followed by a narrative on the customer's attempts to resolve the issue. These complaints include both a description of the product or service failure and a description of the resulting interaction process (negotiation, conflict, etc.) between the customer and the company representatives. Since it is almost impossible to verify the actual occurrence of such failures, company representatives must judge the adequacy of a complaint on the basis of the communicative actions [15] provided by the customers in their narratives. Customers usually do their best to bring their points across, so that the consistency of communicative actions and the appropriateness of their arguments (represented as parameters of these actions) are major clues for the validity of their complaints. Indeed, a complaint narrative usually describes a conflict between an unsatisfied customer and customer support representatives, in which communicated claims need to be rationally justifiable by sound arguments. In contrast with the almost unlimited number of possible details regarding product failures, the emerging argumentative dialogues between customer and company can be subject to a systematic computational study. In this context, a major challenge in complaint processing involves distinguishing those customer complaints which are rationally acceptable from those which are not, so that the whole procedure of complaint handling can be better supported. Currently, most customer complaint management solutions are limited to the use of keyword processing to relate a complaint to a certain domain-specific class (e.g. ATM transactions via credit cards for banking complaints, as reported in [6] ), or to the application of knowledge management techniques in software platforms for workflow processing (e.g. [31, 1, 8] ). To the best of our knowledge, existing industrial CCMS platforms do not make use of natural language processing nor machine learning techniques to avoid slower performance, quality assurance and sustainability costs, so that most complaint handling functionalities are still manual. Thus, for example, even advanced tools such as Oracle PeopleSoft Enterprise Customer Relationship Management (CRM) [35] do not exploit possible benefits from related technologies belonging to the same company, such as Oracle Text for natural language processing [36] . In particular, no automated solutions have been developed to assess the validity of a customer complaint on the basis of the emerging dialogue between a customer and the company representatives, so that the whole procedure of complaint handling can be better supported.
In this paper we present a novel computational approach for modelling and classifying conflict scenarios associated with customer complaints. Complaint scenarios (representing complaint dialogues) will be labelled directed graphs, where nodes stand for the communicative actions associated with the conflict and labelled arcs denote conflict situations as well as the interaction flow between the two parties involved. Similarity matching among graphs will be applied to relate a particular scenario S to the class of valid or invalid complaint scenarios. We show how this approach can be embedded within ComplaintEngine, a software tool for automatic complaint processing. We provide experimental results showing that our proposal results in a better performance for automatically classifying complaints.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. First, in Section 2 we present the domain of complaint scenarios. We show how complaint scenarios can be modelled as labelled directed graphs, in which nodes correspond to communicative actions and directed arcs stand for temporal precedence and conflict relationships. Section 3 outlines the main components of ComplaintEngine, an automated software platform for processing customer complaints. We also discuss the original approach used in ComplaintEngine for classifying complaints as valid or invalid, based on analyzing sequences of communicative actions. Section 4 presents our proposal for classifying customer complaints through graph similarities in argumentative dialogues, extending the original conceptualization applied in ComplaintEngine. Section 5 discusses the three stages involved in the evaluation and assessment of our approach for solving real-world complaints extracted from a consumer advocacy website. Finally, Section 6 summarizes related work and Section 7 concludes.
Formalizing Customer Complaints through Complaint Scenarios

Understanding Customer Complaints
In what follows, we will focus on the domain of customer complaints which are submitted to public websites handling consumer advocacy issues. Such complaints include both a description of the product (or service) failure and a description of the resulting interaction process between a customer and company representatives. Usually, a complaint starts with a customer's belief that something went wrong with some product or service. The customer then contacts the company representatives with a request to replace (or fix, return, compensate, etc.) the product or clarify/explain the problem associated with this product. If the company's response is adequate in the customer's opinion, then no conflict is developed. Otherwise, the company may argue that the customer's claim is not valid, providing certain argumentation for this. The customer may insist that the complaint should be handled his/her way, presenting reasons for that, and the company may still disagree, requesting additional evidence for the customer's claims. There are several iterations in this process, after which the customer can finally decide that he/she will not deal with the company anymore (otherwise the complaint would be settled down), referring the complaint to a consumer advocacy enterprise.
In real life it is usually too expensive for companies (with respect to time and efforts for customer service representatives, required software infrastructure, etc.) to understand complaints thoroughly and to verify whether the claimed failure actually occurred. Indeed, it is frequently cheaper for a company to compensate for a product that is claimed to be faulty than to run an investigation. Therefore, companies may choose either to compensate all unhappy customers in one way or another, or just ignore their complaints. It is well known, however, that customers treat their complaints seriously, and adequate complaint handling is an important component of customer retention campaigns [44, 9] .
Typically, customers use plain text to express their complaints. Analysis of textual complaints is a difficult task for natural language information retrieval because of several reasons, such as: a) a complex logical structure of a complaint; b) a number of interconnected inconsistencies; c) a biased representation of information in the uncertain conditions; d) a textual representation of a conflict with explicit and implicit goals; e) a rich diversity of technical and domain-specific terms; f) emotional and poorly organized structure; and g) a high number of ambiguities and unclear references. As a consequence, textual complaint information retrieval and understanding has not attracted much attention from the research community. Even though explicitly mentioned communicative actions can be extracted from text and processed reasonably well for achieving marketing intelligence [25] , the treatment of implicit mental states and sentiments in text is still a significant challenge [34] .
To overcome the bottleneck of natural language processing, complaint processing platforms (such as ComplaintEngine, presented in Section 3) provide specialized interactive forms to customers through which they can input their complaints. These forms can help to characterize relevant features in complaints, without loss of expressivity for the customer. Such relevant features are mainly associated with the communicative actions provided by customer and company in a complaint narrative, as well as their interrelationships. In the next Section we will present the notion of complaint scenario, a graph-based characterization for capturing the most relevant features of customer-company dialogues.
Complaint Scenarios: modelling Customer Complaints using Graphs
As discussed before, complaints are usually presented in natural language. When writing a complaint letter, it is expectable that customers may become very emotional and passionate, basing their argumentation on feelings rather than on logic. This brings in disadvantages both on the customer and the company side, as it is harder for a company to evaluate the complaint validity, and the customer may not be able to bring his/her point across following a rational argumentation line.
In order to provide a more formal approach to represent customer complaints, we will define the notion of complaint scenario, a graph-based formalization for representing customer-company dialogues. In such scenarios we will distinguish a number of communicative actions [15] , which from empirical evidence have proven to be representative for characterizing different possible interactions between customer and company in a complaint scenario (see discussion in Section 4.1). Such actions will correspond to vertices in a graph, connected by means of temporal and attack relationships. Temporal relationships formalize the order in which actions were advanced in a complaint dialogue, whereas attack relationships help to identify conflicting situations. Next we will formalize these concepts. Thus, for example, a communicative action associated with some customer claim such as "I disagreed with the overdraft fee you charged me because I made a bank deposit well in advance" would be represented as disagree(customer, "overdraft fee", "I made a bank deposit well in advance").
Definition 1 (Communicative action
Scenarios are intentionally simplified as labelled directed graphs to allow for effective similarity matching among them. Each vertex in the graph will correspond to a communicative action. An arc (oriented edge) may denote either temporal precedence or an attack relationship between two actions a i and a j . In the first case, we will distinguish between consecutive actions which refer to the same subject from those which refer to different subjects. Graphically, we will distinguish these situations by means of thick arcs and thin arcs, respectively. Attack relationships, on the other hand, indicate a conflict between two communicative actions. Formally: Graphs associated with complaint scenarios have some distinguished features: 1) All vertices are ordered in time, so that there is one incoming arc and one outgoing arc for all vertices (except the initial one and terminal one); 2) For thick and thin arcs, at most one incoming and only one outgoing arc are admissible; 3) For attack arcs, there can be many outgoing arcs from a given vertex as well as many incoming arcs. The vertices involved may be associated with different agents (e.g. customer and company) or with the same agent (i.e. when the customer contradicts himself). To compute similarities between graphs, sub-graphs of the same configuration with similar labels of arcs and strict correspondence of vertices will be analyzed. Fig. 1(a) Fig. 1(b) shows the associated graph, where straight thick and thin arcs represent temporal sequences, and curve arcs denote attack relationships. As explained before, note that edges in the graph in Fig. 1(b) are thick when they refer to actions whose subjects stay the same and thin when they change.
Example 1. Consider the text in
According to Def. 2, the situation from Fig. 1 and
(b) is formalized as a graph
Note • ( P r o ) I explained that I made a deposit, and then wrote a cheque which bounced due to a bank error.
• (Con) A customer service representative confirmed that it usually takes a day to process the deposit.
• ( P r o ) I reminded that I was unfairly charged an overdraft fee a month ago in a similar situation.
• (Con) They explained that the overdraft fee was due to insufficient funds as disclosed in my account information.
• ( P r o ) I disagreed with their fee because I made a deposit well in advance and wanted this fee back.
• (Con) They denied responsability saying that nothing an be done at this point and that I need to look into the account rules closer. 
customer's assertion due to a bank error. Similarly, the expression I made a deposit well in advance attacks the statement it usually takes a day to process the deposit (makes it non-applicable). The former attack has the intuitive meaning
"existence of a rule or criterion of procedure attacks an associated claim of an error", whereas the latter would have the meaning "the rule of procedure is not applicable to this particular case".
As discussed in the introduction, a major challenge in complaint processing involves assessing the validity a customer complaint on the basis of the emerging dialogue between a customer and a company representative. Complaint advocacy services rely on human experts for classifying complaints as the one described in Fig. 1 , distinguishing those which are valid (in a logical sense) from those which are not. Valid complaint scenarios are those in which the customer follows a sound argumentation line as the dialogue with the company proceeds. On the contrary, invalid complaint scenarios are those which contain some kind of ill-formed reasoning (fallacies) in the argumentation process. Several fallacies are possible (e.g., the customer performs circular reasoning, coming back to something that was already explained; or the customer contradicts himself, attacking some statement which he had previously granted as accepted).
1
Formalizing complaints in terms of complaint scenarios can be helpful for automatically detecting suspicious complaint dialogues on the basis of the communicative actions involved. Indeed, complaint scenarios can help to identify subtle aspects in such dialogues which make them ill-formed or fallacious. Thus, the complaint scenario in Example 1 seems ill-formed, as apparently the complainant does not understand the procedure of processing the deposit nor distinguishes it from an insufficient funds situation. Note that the scenario itself does not have surface-level explicit inconsistencies. At the first sight, the complainant's plot in terms of communicative actions seems normal, and the complainant's arguments sound reasonable. Nevertheless, by looking deeper into the case (without taking into account banking knowledge), a problem becomes visible. Rather then accepting the opponent's confirmation about subject S, the complainant switches from S to another subject S (reminds about another transaction), and disagrees with the opponent's explanation of this new subject, mixing both of them. Moreover, from the complainant's perspective, his opponent reacts with a denial to his disagreement. In other words, the complainant disagrees with what has already been explained but at the same time "attacks" what has granted as confirmed, which is a suspicious argumentation pattern.
The ComplaintEngine platform
The ComplaintEngine platform [14, 21] 2 was designed to help customers and companies during the complaint process, helping customers in the process of writing a sound complaint. The facilities provided by the ComplaintEngine platform aim at reducing decision regret. Regret is a post-decision feeling regarding not having chosen a better alternative (compensating for an invalid complaint, or ignoring valid complaint). Recent behavioral research [29] has indicated that, in addition to pursuing higher performance and user satisfaction, reducing decision regret is another important consideration for many decisionmakers.
The graph-based notion of complaint scenario presented in the previous Section provided the theoretical background for the design of the ComplaintEngine platform. Two major facilities for complaint handling are provided, namely: a) an interactive complaint form, which helps the customer to express his/her complaint through a suitable template which can be directly translated into a complaint scenario ; and b) a validity check button, which allows the customer to evaluate whether his/her complaint is not fallacious or ill-formed.
In ComplaintEngine, the interactive complaint form provides a template for introducing the elements characterizing a complaint scenario (communicative actions and temporal and attack relationships among them). The form includes a pull-down menu with a list of pre-selected communicative actions to select from, and text fields to specify the action parameters. The user interface to specify a complaint scenario in the ComplaintEngine is shown in Fig. 2 . A complainant (e.g., a customer) selects his communicative actions (on the left) and communicative actions of his opponent (e.g., a company, on the right) respectively. Communicative actions are selected from a list of twenty or more, depending on the industry sector of the complaint. The parameters of communicative actions are specified as text in the interactive form (even though there is no underlying graph-based complaint scenario representation). Communicative actions selected by the user in the list boxes constitute the vertices of such a graph, whereas check boxes on the right of the list boxes are used to specify whether the incoming arc is thick (checked) or thin (unchecked). Finally, check boxes linked with a vertical line (see Fig. 2 ) are used to specify attack links between different communicative actions. On the basis of the customer input, the ComplaintEngine is able to provide immediate feedback concerning the validity status of the complaint (justified or unjustified, indicating whether the complaint proceeds or not. This is done by contrasting the current complaint with other previous complaints already solved, stored in a database. This validity status is computed by applying pattern matching on the sequence of communicative actions used in the form with respect to those previous complaints in the database. As an additional justification for the customer (user), the ComplaintEngine backs up its decision by highlighting the cases which are similar to the one to be classified, and which are different from it [21, 14] . After a complaint is partially or fully specified, the user can evaluate its consistency using the validity status button. ComplaintEngine may issue a warning or advice concerning improvement of the logical structure of this complaint. When the complainant is finally satisfied with the validity status of his/her complaint form, he/she can submit the completed form to the company, using electronic submission facilities also provided by the ComplaintEngine suite. It must be remarked that a complainant has the choice to use the above form or to input complaint as a text, and a specialized linguistic tool processes that text and fills in the form for him/her. However, using the form as a "template" encourages complainants to enforce a logical structure on their complaints. Moreover, in contrast to communicative actions, it is too hard for current automated text-processing technology to reveal attack relationships from text. In that respect the template proves to be particularly useful, as attack links can only be defined via the form using arrows.
The ComplaintEngine was originally designed as a traditional NLP application, where statistical keyword analysis was applied to solve the problem of complaint classification. In that first version, complaint scenarios were graphs in which no attacks were considered. Vertices were connected only by temporal relationships (no distinction between thick and thin arcs was required), so that the whole graph could be conceptualized just as a sequence of communicative actions [14, 21] . In order to analyze the role of attacks relationships for classifying complaints we developed an alternative approach, based on applying Check if the fact below is the consequence of (is caused by) the fact above supervised learning through graph similarities in complaint scenarios. As we will see in the next Section, our proposal involves the integration of a number of criteria for finding similarities between communicative actions on the basis of their attributes. New complaint scenarios will be classified using supervised learning, based on the training dataset of previous complaints scenarios which have been already analyzed by human experts and tagged as valid or invalid.
Classifying Complaint Scenarios through Graph Similarities
In order to classify customer complaints according to their validity, the original ComplaintEngine suite [14, 21] considered complaint scenarios as just sequences of communicative actions, without taking attack relationships among such actions into account. Such sequences were indeed connected graphs, involving only temporal precedence relationships between communicative actions. Our alternative formalization of complaint scenarios presented in Section 2 extends that notion by including attack relationships, which properly identify the conflicts in the argumentative dialogue between customer and company representative.
In order to assess the status of a new customer complaint C, we will analyze the structure of the labelled graph G C (characterizing the complaint scenario associated with C) to determine if it can be associated with the class of valid complaint scenarios. This classification will be performed using a similarity criterion which determines whether G C can be related to some previous graph in the dataset which was tagged as valid. In the next subsections we will formalize the similarity criterion used for comparing the graph G C with those graphs in the training dataset. We will show how communicative actions involved in any particular complaint scenario can be clustered into different categories, on the basis of their inherent attributes and other elements from speech act theory [39, 2] . This clustering will help to define similarity among graphs corresponding to complaint scenarios by means of maximal common subscenarios.
Modelling communicative actions and their attributes
Speech act theory [39, 2] is one of the most promising approaches to categorizing communicative actions in terms of their roles. In general, speech acts (also called illocutionary acts) 4 are acts of communication which express attitudes; the type of speech act being performed corresponds to the type of attitude being expressed. Thus, for example, a statement expresses a belief, a request expresses a desire, and an apology expresses a regret. As an act of communication, a speech act succeeds if the audience identifies, in accordance with the speaker's intention, the attitude being expressed [3] . As pointed out in [4] , attitudes can be seen as relational mental states connecting a person to a proposition, expressing meanings or content that can be true or false. Thus, a person can have different mental postures towards a proposition, such as believing, desiring, or hoping.
Following [4] , four major categories can be identified for classifying illocutionary speech acts: stating, requesting, promising and apologizing. Although speech act theory relates every speech act to a single category, for our purposes speech acts will be allowed to belong to multiple categories. The reason for this is that we are modelling a two-party scenario, in which the beliefs, desires and intentions of each party differ. Thus, for example, the action confirm could belong to the stating category (e.g., the customer confirms he paid in advance) as well as to the apologizing category (e.g., the company confirms that the customer's payment will be reimbursed).
In order to define a robust framework to find similarities between complaint scenarios, we are interested in distinguishing which are the most common communicative actions used in complaint scenarios, and how they can be clustered in terms of the attitudes commonly associated with them. In order to do this, we identified the set S f req of those communicative actions which are most frequently used in conflict situations (see Fig. 4(a) ). This was done empirically by collecting statistically significant occurrences of verbs for communicative actions in complaint texts [15] . Such communicative actions were made available as possible options for entering a complaint in the Interactive Complaint Form of the ComplaintEngine (Fig. 2 ) . Since in our context every communicative action could belong to more than one speech act category, we identified five different attributes (see Fig. 3 ) associated with every communicative action [13] . These attributes are related to additional semantic information contained in the communicative action (friendliness, reactivity, informativeness, confidence,
• Friendliness (FR): expresses whether a communicative action is a cooperative (friendly, helpful) move (1), uncooperative (unfriendly, unhelpful) move (-1), or hard to tell (0).
• Reactivity (RE): specifies whether a communicative action is expected to be followed by a reaction (1), constitutes a response which follows a previous request (-1), or hard to tell (0).
• Informativeness (IN) tells if a communicative action brings in additional data about the conflict (1), does not bring any information (-1).
• Confidence (CO) specifies the confidence associated with choosing a particular communicative action: high knowledge/confidence (1), or lack of knowledge/confidence (-1).
• Emotion (EM) tells about the potential emotional load of the participant: high (1) or low (-1). 5 On the basis of these attributes and their values, we were able to characterize every communicative action in S f req [15] , as shown in Fig. 4(b) . 6 Thus, for example, the communicative action agree involves a positive attitude from the speaker (1), a response to a previous request (-1), no information content (-1), high confidence in choosing this particular action (1), and low emotional load (-1).
Formal concept analysis [23] was used to characterize the set S f req of communicative actions in the context of our framework. In formal concept analysis, a (formal) context consists of a set of objects O, a set of attributes A, and an indication of which objects have which attributes. A concept is a pair containing both a natural property cluster and its corresponding natural object cluster. A "natural" object cluster is the set of all objects that share a common subset of properties, and a "natural" property cluster is the set of all properties shared by one of the natural object clusters. Given a set of objects O and a set of attributes A, a concept is defined to be a pair ( 
In general, attributes may allow multiple values (many-valued attributes), characterizing many-valued contexts. By applying so-called conceptual scaling, many-valued contexts can be transformed to one-valued scaled contexts from which concepts can be computed. The family of these concepts obeys the mathematical axioms defining a lattice, and is called a concept lattice or Galois lattice. 7 So called line diagrams [43] are used in order to succinctly represent information about intents and extents of formal context in a concept lattice. Nodes are circles that can be labelled with a) both attributes and objects; b) attributes; c) objects or d) none. In order to consider some distinguished labels, some nodes appear as circles which are half-filled in their lower part (labelled with objects only), and nodes which are half-filled in their upper part (labelled with attributes only). Nodes which are empty circles have no particular labels.
In order to provide a formal characterization of the communicative actions in S f req in terms of their attributes a concept lattice was obtained. Nominal scaling was applied on the first and second attributes (the third, fourth and fifth attributes were already two-valued).
8 As a result of this scaling, we obtained nine two-valued attributes associated with different possible values of the original five attributes: PosAtt (FR=1), NegAtt (FR=-1), Request (RE=1), Respond (RE=-1), InfoIn (IN=1), High Conf (CO=1), Low Conf (CO=-1), Intense (EM=1), Relaxed (EM=-1). It must be remarked that some particular two-valued attributes derived from the original attributes (namely those corresponding to FR=0, RE=0, and IN=-1) are not considered for building the resulting concept lattice shown in Fig. 5(top) , as they do not contribute strongly in distinguishing communicative actions from each other. The resulting scaled context had nine two-valued attributes, resulting in the concept lattice shown in Fig. 5(top) .
The ConExp software [43] was used to construct and visualize the concept lattice of communicative actions and their associated nine two-valued attributes. Some selected nodes are provided with descriptions of the corresponding "intents" and "extents" [23] subscribed to show how certain communicative actions are semantically related to each other. The concept lattice illustrates the semantics of communicative actions, and shows how to cover different meanings in the knowledge domain of customer-company interaction in complaint scenarios. The clustered view shown in Fig. 5 (bottom) is an alternative way to visualize the semantic model of communicative actions, complementing the information provided by the concept lattice. It is used to verify that the attributes of communicative actions have been selected properly (i.e. that the space of meanings 7 An in-depth discussion of the underlying definitions and properties of formal concept analysis is outside the scope of this article. For more details see [23] .
8 Nominal scaling involves transforming multi-valued attributes into two-valued attributes. Thus, for example, from the FR attribute with values {−1, 0, 1} we get three two-valued attributes PossAtt (yes/no), NegAtt (yes/no), NeutralAtt (yes/no). We compute the similarity for every s i as follows: s i = 1 iff x i = 1 and y i = 1 ; s i = 0 iff x i = 0 and y i = 0 ; otherwise s i is assigned to "x". The graph in Fig. 5 (bottom) displays the similarities between communicative actions expressed through their attributes. Only close similarities are shown: deviation by one attribute (solid box) and by two attributes (dashed box). It must be noted that in the graph in Fig. 5 (bottom) we can distinguish two main "clusters":
• The cluster of communicative actions associated with negative attitudes which do not supply information (on the right bottom). These communicative actions are similar to each other, deviating from deny by one attribute out of five. Also, the difference between deny, appeal and threaten is the second attribute only, and therefore their similarity is expressed by the same vertex (−1 x −1 1 1). Moreover, three similarity vertices for this cluster converge to the similarity vertex for the whole cluster (−1 x −1 x x), highlighted by an ellipse.
• The cluster corresponding to the rest of communicative actions, which are connected with each other and linked with the above cluster by the deny/accept link. Communicative actions of this cluster are not as "dense"
as ones for the other cluster, as most of them are different from each other by two attributes out of five.
Capturing Similarities between Complaint Scenarios
As stated before, our ultimate aim is to classify a new complaint scenario C (characterized by its underlying graph representation) as valid or invalid, according to the communicative actions used by the customer and the attack relationships established during the customer-company dialogue. Valid complaints will be those which are rationally sound (i.e, there is a consistent plot along the customer-company dialogue), whereas invalid complaints will be those which are fallacious or inconsistent. Our approach will be based on applying supervised learning on a training dataset of complaint scenarios which have been already classified as valid or invalid by human experts. Samples of these two kinds of complaint scenarios are depicted in Fig. 6 (left) and Fig. 6(right) , respectively. In every of such scenarios the vertices on the left side (resp. right side) denote actions of the customer (resp. company). According to the convention already introduced in Def. 2, thin and thick arcs link vertices indicating a temporal precedence (earlier-later), whereas curly arcs correspond to attack relationships.
It must be noted that every complaint scenario in the training dataset includes sequences of communicative actions which alternate the first attribute (customer/company) while referring to the same subject. Such sequences are called interaction steps, and are in fact distinguished paths in the graph associated with a complaint scenario, involving between two and six vertices. Graphically, communicative actions in an interaction step will be connected by thick arcs, following the convention introduced in Section 2. Thus, for example, suggest in scenario V 2 (Fig. 6 ) is linked by a thin arc to the communicative action remind, making clear that the subject of the suggestion is not related to the subject of what is being reminded by the company. In V 2 the interaction step remind-accept-ignore-threaten can be identified, as these communicative actions refer to the same subject (and consequently are denoted in V 2 as vertices linked by thick arcs).
Interaction steps will help to identify similarity between complaint scenarios in terms of maximal common subscenarios. Our approach will be based on the methodology for integrating formal concept analysis and version spaces presented in [22] , which allow us to characterize the notion of similarity between two graphs representing complaint scenarios. 10 Given two complaint scenarios defined as the set {G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G k } of all inclusion-maximal 9 Experience shows that typical complaints submitted to a consumer advocacy websites may contain up to six steps referring to the same subject, as complainants are not willing to pursue their complaints any further if they have not reached a winning situation at that point. 10 For space reasons we refer the interested reader to [22] for an in-depth discussion. 
is a vertex in both C X and C Y which corresponds to communicative actions of the same party (customer or company); ii) (v i , v j ) is a thick (resp. thin) arc in
is an attack arc in C X and in C Y ; and v) G i contains at least one thick arc (v i , v j ). Note that when (v i , v j ) is of the same type (thin or thick) in both C X and C Y , then that type is adopted for
is adopted as an arc in G i whenever there are arcs (v i , v j ) in C X and C Y of different types (thin arcs are seen thus as a weaker generalization of both thick and thin arcs). Attack arcs, on the other hand, are considered separately (condition iv). Finally, common subgraphs are required to have at least one thick arc (condition v). By applying this definition of similarity we are now able to provide a criterion for relating a new complaint scenario to the class of valid/invalid scenarios, on the basis of its similarity with previous scenarios in the training dataset. We will assume that the training dataset D = {R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R n } will contain both positive and negative examples, denoted as R + and R − , respectively. In order to assign a new complaint scenario U to the class of "valid complaints" the following conditions should hold: 
The first condition requires that U is similar to some positive example in the training dataset D. The second condition establishes how to evaluate similarities when U can belong to both the positive and the negative class of examples. To be assigned to a class, the similarity between the unknown complaint scenario U and the closest scenario for the positive class should be higher than the similarity between U and each negative example corresponding to the class of invalid complaints. Note that condition (2) implies that there exists a positive example R
there is no counterexample to this generalization of positive examples. Next we will show a worked example to illustrate how similarity is applied for classifying a new complaint scenario on the basis of a training dataset. Fig. 7 (top) . We want to determine whether U belongs to the class of valid complaints or to the class of explain accept remind deny disagree explain 
Example 2. Consider the complaint scenario U in
U ask ∩ ∩ ∩ ∩ explain ignore ∩ ∩ ∩ ∩ accept remind allow ∩ ∩ ∩ ∩ deny threaten ∩ ∩ ∩ ∩ disagree deny_resp ∩ ∩ ∩ ∩ explain V 4 ∩ U ask ∩ ∩ ∩ ∩ explain remind ignore ∩ ∩ ∩ ∩ deny appeal ∩ ∩ ∩ ∩ disagree Accept ∩ ∩ ∩ ∩ explain I 5 ∩ U deny ∩ ∩ ∩ ∩
Evaluation
In order to test our approach, we used several textual complaints which were downloaded from the public website PlanetFeedback.com during three months starting from March 2004. For the purpose of this evaluation, each complaint was manually coded as a sequence of communicative actions, being assigned with a particular status by human experts. It must be remarked that not all complaints submitted by upset customers to consumer advocacy websites can be assessed with respect to validity. Clearly, the validity of those complaints just mentioning a failure in a product or a service without describing any interaction with the customer support cannot be assessed using the proposed technique.
This complaint preprocessing resulted in 560 complaints, divided in fourteen different banks or datasets, each of them involving 40 complaints. In each bank 20 complaints were used for training and 20 complaints for evaluation. During the evaluation, our goal was to analyze the accuracy of our proposal for classifying new customer complaints taking into account the underlying graph representation of complaint scenarios. This was done by extending the ComplaintEngine suite, incorporating the proposed similarity-based criterion as decision mechanism associated with complaint classification. The evaluation process involved three stages: in a first stage we evaluated the understandability and adequacy of the ComplaintEngine interactive form with respect to the users. In a second stage we applied supervised learning to classify 20 complaint scenarios out of the 40 complaint scenarios available in each of the 14 databanks provided. Finally, in a third stage, we contrasted the results obtained in our approach with respect to the previous methodology used in ComplaintEngine (classifying complaints only on the basis of the communicative actions used). In the next subsections we will discuss these different stages in detail.
Stage 1: Evaluating Understandability and Adequacy of the ComplaintEngine Interactive Form
To verify the adequacy of the proposed model we used the Interactive Form provided by ComplaintEngine, thus enforcing users to model their complaints in terms of communicative actions and attack links among them. The understandability and adequacy of the ComplaintEngine interactive form was evaluated by a team of individuals divided into three classes: complainants, company representatives and judges. Complainants had as a task to read a textual complaint and input it into the Interactive Form so that another team member (a company representative) could comprehend it (and briefly sketch the plot as a text). A third team member (judge) compared then the original complaint and the one written by the company representative as perceived from the Form. The result of this comparison was the judgment on whether the scenario structure has been distorted with respect to the validity of a given complaint. Fig. 8(a) shows the results obtained in this first stage. It must be noted that only less than 15% of the complaints were hard to capture by means of communicative actions. We also observed that about 30% of the available complaints lost important details and could not be adequately restored (although they might still be properly related to a particular class). This situation happened with complex textual complaints which could not be properly modelled by means of the current ComplaintEngine interactive form. Nevertheless, the proposed formalization was adequate for most common textual complaints, covering a large number of cases (70%). Some alternatives for improving the representation adequateness of our approach are currently under consideration (see discussion in Section 7).
Stage 2: Evaluating the Classification Accuracy
In a second stage we evaluated the accuracy of the similarity-based approach for classifying complaint scenarios on the basis of the 560 complaints in the 14 databanks provided (40 complaints per databank). In each of the databanks two subsets were distinguished: a training set of 20 scenarios (classified as valid or invalid by human experts), and an evaluation set provided by the remaining 20 scenarios, which were unclassified. Fig. 8(b) contains the results of our validity assessment, organized as follows: the first three columns contain dataset number and the numbers of valid/invalid complaints in each training set as manually assessed by human experts (two light-grayed columns on the left). The self-evaluation of training dataset column (third light-grayed column) shows the percentage of complaints that were correctly classified (with respect to the assessment of human experts) when the training dataset is used for both training and evaluation. 12 The middle area (Classification results) gives the number of complaints that were classified correctly and incorrectly in each databank using the similarity-based approach, as well as the number of false positives and false negatives obtained. We also distinguish the set C incons (1st dark-grayed column) of those complaint scenarios in each databank which were classified inconsistently by our approach, belonging to both the class of valid and invalid complaints. Using the logic programming-based system Jasmine for machine learning (see [19] for details), we could identify those cases for each databank in the training set which were connected to deliver C incons . After removing those cases, we performed a new evaluation on the set C incons using our similarity-based approach. The results obtained for this new classification are shown in the 2nd, 3rd and 4th darkgrayed columns. Finally, the rightmost column (overall classification accuracy) gives the number of correctly assigned complaints as a percentage of the total number of complaints in the evaluation dataset. Figure 9 shows the recognition accuracy obtained for our dataset. We can see that the inclusion of attack links as part of the graph associated with the complaint scenario improves the classification accuracy for our dataset by about 22%, whereas the attack-only analysis delivers less than 50%. In such a setting, we can conclude that taking into account argumentation is significant for an accurate assessment of complaint validity. It must be remarked that we have intentionally limited our classification of complaints to valid and invalid, as these are two major classes with respect to how companies need to respond to these complaints. Additionally, we classified in our analysis only "mature" complaints (i.e.,those which include dissatisfaction with the product and also a follow-up interaction with the customer support), ignoring those which were not fully filled in by the user. As discussed before in the context of the evaluation experiments, these mature complaints include sufficient data to judge their validity by applying our proposed approach.
Related work
As discussed in the introduction, there are several software tools [26, 31, 1, 11] oriented towards providing automated customer complaint management systems. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no similar approach to classifying customer complaints using supervised learning as proposed in this paper. Indeed, there have been some applications of machine learning techniques to identify complaint situations, as done in [42] . In this paper, the authors apply rough set theory to discover relevant attributes which might lead to complaints in packaging foundry for integrated circuits. In contrast with our approach, they induce decision rules aiming to identify the offending attributes, rather than analyzing the validity of customer complaints, as presented in this paper.
The use of dialogical argumentation as underlying element for modelling decision making situations as those associated with complaint processing is not new. In [40] , a conceptual framework for DSS based on critique and argumentation is presented, where the use of debate and argumentation are proposed as means for more informative decision support. The architecture of the proposed DSS contains intelligent critiquing agents which provide the user with the qualitative feedback on candidate decisions. In contrast with our approach, this framework is rather generic, and does not rely on machine learning techniques for answering user's requests. Argumentation has also been applied in the context of decision making in business contexts, as done by [37, 38] . In contrast with our formalization, this approach allows for assessments over a continuum (rather than a binary "valid -invalid" evaluation), resulting in a better perspective for decision making in business applications. Recent research has also been oriented towards developing dialogical systems (e.g., [32, 12] ) which have simple speech act constitutive elements, and have been shown to be complete to formalize many negotiation tasks. In spite of their expressivity, such systems cannot be directly adapted to complaint situations, as we focus on a negotiation between human agents (company and customer), presented in restricted natural language (rather than in a specialized formal language as in dialogical systems), augmenting our inference capabilities by means of supervised learning.
There exists a number of settings in which graph-based datamining and clustering is performed (e.g., [7, 28] ) relying on information-theoretic or error-based measures. The usual technique applied in such settings is to find a subgraph S that appears often in the positive graphs G + , but not in the negative graphs , where S ⊆ g means that S is isomorphic to some subgraph in g. When delivering results, a learning procedure based on the above measure would back up its decision with respect to a threshold value. In contrast with this approach, our supervised learning algorithm backs up its decisions with an enumeration of similar objects and their features, providing thus a more qualitative analysis for both customers and company representatives.
Finally, it is interesting to note that the usability of the underlying representation machinery for scenarios of inter-human interactions goes beyond the domain of customer complaints. In part of our recent research [20, 16, 17] five different domains were considered to assess the adequateness of speech act theory, obtaining satisfactory results. Such domains included international conflicts, security clearance scenarios, detection of emotional profiles, analysis of bloggers' sentiments and identification of suspicious behavior of cell phone users. This provides an empirical support for the adequacy of our graph-based representation language involving communicative actions characterized by numericalvalued attributes.
Conclusions. Future work
Processing customer complaints is a major challenge in the context of knowledge management technologies nowadays. In this paper we have proposed a novel approach to improve automated processing of customer complaints. We have shown how communicative actions and attack links can be successfully modelled in terms of the graph-based representation provided by the notion of complaint scenario. We have also shown that our proposal for classifying complaint scenarios using supervised learning can be successfully applied, outperforming the results obtained using the ComplaintEngine platform when applying a keyword-based approach in which no attack links were taken into account for complaint classification. In this respect, the evaluation experiments using our dataset of formalized real-world complaints showed a satisfactory performance. It must be remarked that a particular strength of our approach is that the set S f req and the associated concept lattice were computed once, accounting for the whole domain of complaint scenarios. Clearly, for other application domains associated with conflicting situations are involved (e.g. international conflicts), the corresponding set S f req of communicative actions and consequently the associated concept lattice could be different. Part of our current research is oriented towards the study of communicative actions in other application domains [20, 16, 17] .
Recent research in the context of decision support systems has been oriented towards the development of argument-based extensions of logic programming. Defeasible Logic Programming (DeLP for short) [24] is one of such extensions, and has been successfully applied in the context of decision making for knowl-edge management [5] . Part of our current work is oriented towards considering the integration of DeLP as a way of developing new, enhanced matching mechanisms for classifying complaint scenarios [18] . In this respect, DeLP would provide a powerful tool for formalizing knowledge and performing automated defeasible reasoning from the underlying graph structure associated with complaint scenarios. However, further experimentation is still needed in this direction in order to determine whether the success rate for classifying customer complaints we have obtained with the ComplaintEngine (Section 5) can be improved by incorporating these new features. The integration of DeLP has also motivated us to study how to improve the current ComplaintEngine Interactive Form in order to include more possibilities to model argument-based attacks. We think that DeLP could help to improve the representation adequateness of the ComplaintEngine when modelling those complex complaints which could not be captured in the current version of the system, as discussed in Section 5.1.
As a final conclusion we can say that the proof-of-concept evaluation of our approach shows that it is a promising technique to classify customer complaints integrated in the context of a major software infrastructure for decision support in complaint processing. Research in this direction is currently being pursued.
